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the fitbit blaze is a fitness watch with a rotating 2.5d display, gps, and water resistance.
it features the same 1.2-inch touchscreen and has the same features as the fitbit versa:
step tracking, calorie counting, heart rate monitoring, and sleep tracking. and like the
versa, the blaze is available in black, silver, and orange. it's also available with a black

or white strap. smartwatches are pretty complex, but a new product from fitbit attempts
to make it easy for the average person to use a smartwatch as a fitness tracker: the
fitbit flex. with the flex, all you do is put it on your wrist and go about your day. it can
track your steps, calories, hours of sleep, and heart rate, and can even vibrate to help

you stay awake when you're supposed to be asleep. it's available in two sizes. fitbit
surge is a smartwatch with a 1.6-inch touchscreen display. it has a step counter, a heart

rate monitor, and sleep tracking, along with the standard fitness tracker features. it's
available in black, silver, and orange, and is the most affordable model of the three. it's
also the only model that doesn't have a built-in gps. the fitbit alta is a smartwatch with a
1.2-inch display. it can measure steps, distance, calories, heart rate, and sleep, and has
a pedometer, heart rate monitor, and sleep tracking. it's water resistant and has a built-
in gps. the fitbit charge 3 is one of the most popular fitness trackers on the market. with

this new model, fitbit has added a new color to its lineup: blue. the charge 3 has the
same features as the charge 2, plus it's now water resistant. it's available in black,

silver, and pink.
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while most fitbits are
water-resistant, only a
few models include a

water lock mode. one of
the biggest advantages
of water lock mode is

that it prevents your fitbit
fromresponding to

accidental touches on its
display and avoids any

unintended button
presses. all that's left to

do is wrap your head
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around all of the new
features coming in the
fitbit charge 2 and the
addition of premium

members. the company
says you'll be able to

take advantage of new
premium features and

abilities, like the ability to
start intervals, retrieve
longer workouts and

more on its fitbit website
or the fitbit app. the good
news for users with older

fitbits is that they'll be
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able to use their existing
band with the fitbit app
on ios or android, but

their previous data isn't
going to be imported.

that means if you plan on
switching away from the

app, you'll need to
download your data from

the fitbit website or
create a backup file. let's
get down to brass tacks.
the fitbit charge 2 isn't
cheap, but its collection
of new features and the
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addition of premium
memberships are worth
the investment. the fitbit

versa 2 is still a solid
choice, but its less

powerful processor and
slightly smaller screen

might make you hesitant
to shell out a few

hundred dollars. the fitbit
versa lite is a good

budget option, but it's
missing some of the

features of the charge 2,
including the spo2 pulse
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oximetry, which is useful
for monitoring your

health during exercise.
last but not least, the

fitbit ionic is still the most
affordable smartwatch

you can get, and with its
new features and

additions, it's a solid
choice for those looking
for a smartwatch with
fitness capabilities. the

ionic is still an incredibly
capable smartwatch, but
it's missing the premium
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features of the versa 2
and versa lite, and its
fitness capabilities are

slightly lacking compared
to the charge 2.
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